APPOINTMENTS OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

9.00- Security Council Ministerial Meeting on Africa
11.00 (Security Council Chamber)(Ahmed, Miyet, Prendergast, notetaker, Robinson, Fall, Jessen-Petersen, Lindenmayer)

11.00 Ministerial Meeting of NAM (Trusteeship Council)
(Fall, Lindenmayer)

12.15 H.E. Mr. Ray Burke, T.D. (Foreign Minister, IRELAND) (38th floor)(Prendergast, notetaker, Lindenmayer)

12.30 H.E. Mr. Don Abel Matutes (Foreign Minister, SPAIN)(38th floor)(Prendergast, notetaker, Lindenmayer)

12.45 H.E. The Rt. Hon. Percival James Patterson, PC, QC, MP (Prime Minister, JAMAICA (38th floor) (Prendergast, notetaker, Lindenmayer)

1.15 Luncheon hosted by the Secretary-General in honour of the Foreign Minister’s of the Five Permanent Members of the Security Council (38th floor)

2.50 Secretary-General will go down to the Delegates’ Entrance to receive
H.E. Dr. Ernesto Samper Pizano (President, COLOMBIA)
3.00  (GA Hall)  General Debate

4.00  H.E. Mr. Fabián Alarcón Rivera  
      (President, ECUADOR) (GA 200)(Prendergast, notetaker, Lindenmayer)

4.30  H.E. Mr. Abdellatif Filali (Prime Minister, MOROCCO) (after his statement) (GA 200)(Prendergast, notetaker, Lindenmayer)

5.00  H.E. The Hon. Lloyd Axworthy  
      (Foreign Minister, CANADA) (GA 200)(Prendergast, notetaker, Miyet, Tharoor)

5.15  H.E. Dr. Ernesto Samper Pizano  
      President, COLOMBIA) (GA 200)(Prendergast, notetaker, Lindenmayer)

5.30  H.E. Mr. Theodoros Pangalos  
      (Foreign Minister, GREECE) (GA 200)(Prendergast, notetaker, Lindenmayer)

6.00  H.E. Mr. Lamberto Dini (Foreign Minister, ITALY) (GA 200)(Prendergast, notetaker, Lindenmayer)

6.15  H.E. Dr. Eduardo Ferrero Costa  
      (Foreign Minister, PERU) (GA 200)(Prendergast, notetaker, Lindenmayer)

6.30  H.E. Mr. Erik Derycke (Foreign Minister, BELGIUM) (GA 200)  
      (Prendergast, notetaker, Lindenmayer)
6.30- Reception by H.E. Mr. Domingo L. Siazon, Jr. (Chairman of the ASEAN Standing Committee and Foreign Minister of Philippines) on behalf of the Foreign Ministers of ASEAN and their Ladies (with Mrs. Annan) (Villard Ballroom of New York Hotel, 455 Madison Av.)

6.30- Reception by H.E. Dr. Klaus Kinkel (Vice-Chancellor and Foreign Minister, GERMANY) and Mrs. Ursula Kinkel (Del. Din. Room) (With Mrs. Annan)

6.30- Reception by H.E. Mr. Ernesto Samper Pizano (President, COLOMBIA) (Chairman of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries) on the occasion of the Meeting of Foreign Ministers and Heads of Delegation

6.30- Reception by H.E. Mr. Alvaro Ramos Trigo (Foreign Minister, URUGUAY) in honour of the Heads of Delegation and Permanent Representatives (West Terrace) (with Mrs. Annan)